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Prologue: Mitosis 
 

 

Prologue 
Mitosis  

 

Democrats and Republicans. In the early twenty-first 

century, they never agreed on anything. Constantly bickering, 

arguing, and disagreeing. One side would take a position on an 

issue, and the other would immediately take the opposite position, 

regardless of the issue. Voting was strictly along party lines. 

Dissent, and you were ostracized from political social circles. 

Dissent, and you jeopardized your chances in the next election. 

On February 3, 2024, in a special Saturday session, 

Democrats and Republicans finally agreed on something: divorce. 

Separation. Segregation.1 

The democratic republic that had survived for more than 

two hundred years no longer existed, but it was less like a death and 

more like mitosis. Instead of a cell developing two sets of 

chromosomes and splitting down the middle, a country had 

developed two sets of political ideologies and split down the 

middle—or more precisely, the Mississippi River. 

  

 
1 A more detailed history timeline is provided at PuertoPaz.com 
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Part 2, Chapter 6:  Rejuvenation at the Lake 
 

Marcus woke up in the morning to the sound of his tent 

rustling. He sat up suddenly, jolted awake and fearful that a bear 

might be trying to get in. The door flap lifted, and Dylan poked his 

smiling head in. “Dude. I joined the mile-high club. We’re probably 

at an elevation of over a mile above sea level, and I got laid.” 

“I’m so proud of you, Dyl-weed,” Marcus said sarcastically. 

“Aww, you’re just jealous that I got some ass.” 

“I’m not jealous of that stinky ass! How could you even 

stand the smell of her? She reeks!” 

“Like either of us smells like a flower right now?” 

Marcus saw his point. It was Monday morning, and his last 

shower had been Friday morning. Since then, he had done half of a 

decathlon in gym class, walked over a mile home, then spent two 

days riding and sleeping in the Charger, interrupted only by a 

dripping-hot ride up the Gateway Arch, followed by sitting around 

a campfire all evening absorbing smoke in every pore. He didn’t 

even need to duck his nose into an armpit to know that he smelled 

awful, and suddenly he desperately craved a shower. Back home, 

the shower was also his place of morning refuge, where he entered 

a tranquil trance that smoothed the transition to consciousness. He 

never truly felt awake and human until after his morning shower, 

and after several days of feeling like a sleep-deprived homeless 

zombie, he really wanted to soak in some water and reclaim his 

humanity. “Yeah, I could really use a shower or something right 

now. There’s gotta be a lake or something around here we could 

take a dip in. Wanna ask your new girlfriend if there’s something 

nearby?” 
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“She’s not my girlfriend.” 

“Sure, I believe you,” Marcus said wryly. “But pretty soon 

she’ll have you picking out crudely made quartz hippie rings.” 

Dylan cocked his fist like he was going to punch Marcus, 

but he had a smile on his face. He jumped on top of Marcus, who 

was pinned under the blanket he had slept in, and started giving 

him a noogie. Just then, Lily poked her head through the tent flap. 

“Oh my god!” she exclaimed with concern in her voice. 

“Are you guys fighting? Stop! Stop fighting. We have to love one 

another!” 

Marcus and Dylan stopped tousling and looked up at her 

and started laughing. “We’re just playing around, Love,” Dylan 

said. 

“Love?” Marcus asked Dylan. “You’re calling her Love 

now? Told you!” 

“Everyone calls her Love because of her initials, you 

bastard. If she weren’t here, I’d whup you!” 

Marcus turned his attention to Lily. “Know of any 

swimming holes around here? I could really use a bath.” 

“Yeah, I know a good place. We can go there after 

breakfast. Normally I’d do morning rituals and astrology forecasts 

with the group after breakfast, but I suppose I can do the rituals at 

the lake and check my forecast later.” 

The threesome exited the tent and waded barefoot through 

the narrow, ankle-deep creek to join a small group on the other 

side that had gathered near the cooking fire. A pot of leftover bean 

stew from the previous night’s supper was reheating over the fire, 

and Marcus could see one person in the distance lowering a metal 

food-storage canister that was suspended from a tree branch with a 

rope. 

Celeste cheerily wished them a good morning and offered 

them stew, noting with a sideways glance that it was vegan and no 

animals had died for it, and herbal tea. A few people nearby were 

smoking clove cigarettes while sipping their herbal tea. 

Surprisingly, the clove cigarette smoke didn’t bother Marcus the 

way regular cigarette smoke did, and the odor actually paired pretty 

well with the herbal tea. The warm tea also paired well with the 

overcast sky, which looked like it could turn to rain any moment. 
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Marcus’s mellow contemplation was diverted by the sound 

of Dylan’s voice asking where the bathroom was. Lily extended an 

arm and swept it in front of her. “Pretty much everywhere.” 

“Have any toilet paper?” Dylan asked. 

“Mother Earth provides that too. Just watch out for poison 

ivy,” Lily said. 

“Seriously?” Dylan asked. 

Marcus chuckled. “One is pee, two is poo, but leaves of 

three, let it be.” He stopped chuckling quickly, though, realizing 

that he could feel something brewing in his intestines too. 

Thankfully he didn’t need to join Dylan just yet. 

When Dylan returned, Marcus and Lily got up, and the 

threesome started walking back to the main camp as an older man 

started ringing the crystal bowl. They could hear the beginnings of 

some sort of pagan chanting as they crossed back over the creek. 

Marcus was relieved that they weren’t sticking around for morning 

rituals, imagining another candle-lighting vigil type of ceremony 

that they would be missing. 

Lily said that the lake was a rather long hike away, so they 

ended up driving there on Ranger Station Road into the more 

densely forested higher elevations. The lake was small, perhaps 

more appropriately it would be called a pond, but it was well worth 

the drive. It was a pristine, beautiful, and clear body of water 

plopped in the middle of forest, with a narrow strip of grassy shore 

near the entrance off the road. 

At the shore, Lily immediately threw down the blanket she 

had brought, pulled something out of her dress pocket, then 

whipped off her dress and glasses and tossed them on the ground, 

leaving her completely naked. Marcus and Dylan looked at each 

other and shrugged as she walked toward the water. Marcus found 

the sight of her bare body a bit shocking, yet her lack of inhibition 

regarding nudity was not entirely surprising given everything he 

had learned about her so far. 

“I guess now I’ve seen everything of her that you’ve seen,” 

Marcus said to Dylan. “Now I kind of feel like she’s my girlfriend 

too!” 

The boys took a “when in Rome” attitude and stripped off 

their clothes and followed Lily into the lake. 
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“No peeking, fag,” Dylan said to Marcus as they disrobed. 

The lake water was refreshingly cool. It was that 

temperature where if you started swimming hard for a few minutes, 

it would be perfect, but without the heat built up from activity, it 

was a tad chilly. Lily passed them a bar of soap—the mystery object 

she had pulled from her dress pocket. Marcus looked at it. It was 

crudely shaped by hand, with chunks and swirls of different 

ingredients and flakes of something embedded into one side. It 

looked nothing like the perfectly machine-formed, homogeneous 

bars of soap he knew from home. He scrubbed hurriedly before 

passing it to Dylan. 

“Are these flakes oatmeal?” Dylan asked Lily. 

“Yeah, it’s all natural, and the oatmeal flakes can be used 

either for gripping the bar or to exfoliate. We make our own soap.” 

“Do I wash with it or eat it?” 

“You could probably do either!” Lily giggled. 

“Wish we’d had these back home when my mom would 

stick a bar in my mouth when I took the Lord’s name in vain,” 

Marcus said. 

While Dylan washed with the soap, Marcus began to swim 

some butterfly stroke to keep warm and to show off a bit. He loved 

the sensation of gliding and undulating through the water 

swimming butterfly, but he hadn’t gone more than fifteen yards 

when he realized he was getting fatigued by the difficult stroke that 

he hadn’t swum in years. By twenty-five yards, he had stopped. 

Alone, he looked across the lake. I wish I could have been on a 

swim team at school, he lamented. 

The cool water reminded him of his three summers of 

swim lessons that had started in fourth grade. His dad had 

instigated the lessons, saying that a good soldier needed to know 

how to swim, preferably while carrying a weapon, but he had left it 

to Marcus’s mother to execute the orders. The only pools in New 

Rochelle were at private, whites-only clubs, so Marcus’s mom had 

to chauffer him to a pool managed by a sympathetic young white 

woman who was willing to sneak Marcus and a young black girl 

into the pool at a painfully early hour, long before it officially 

opened, to teach them how to swim. At that ungodly hour of 

morning, the pool was always freezing, even colder than the lake he 
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was in now. The summer after sixth grade was his last time in the 

pool though. His interest in other sports, sports that were deemed 

acceptable for blacks, pushed covert swimming off his highly 

regulated schedule. 

As Marcus waded back toward Dylan and Lily, he started to 

ponder why some sports back home seemed to be accepting of 

blacks and others weren’t. Football was very accepting. He pursued 

the idea that maybe it was aggressive, combative sports that 

accepted blacks, but then he thought of hockey, which was 

combative but whites-only. Track & Field was accepting, but it 

wasn’t a violent sport. There seemed to be no rhyme or reason to it. 

It seemed to be based solely on ancient, arbitrary traditions. There 

were no written rules expressly stating what sports were for whites 

only—it just seemed like everyone knew and self-enforced the 

status quo. 

Marcus reached Lily and Dylan. “God, this is refreshing,” 

he said. “I feel like I was a fish in a past life or something, and the 

water was calling to me.” 

“We could do a guided meditation to explore your past 

lives if you want,” Lily said while hugging her shoulders and 

shivering. 

Marcus shared a quick smirk with Dylan then shook his 

head as he took the soap back and gave his armpits a second go. As 

he finished, the sky finally did open up and release a light, misty 

shower. Lily started to complain about getting cold, so they all got 

out and dried off under the tree canopy with the blanket. Marcus 

turned to Dylan and Lily and in a silly, monotone voice feigning 

disappointment said, “It started raining while I was swimming in 

the lake. I got soaking wet.” Neither of them reacted or seemed to 

get the joke. Marcus continued. “But my sense of humor managed 

to stay dry.” Still nothing. Marcus laughed at his own joke. Dylan 

and Lily looked at him cockeyed, curious as to why he was 

laughing, which only made Marcus laugh more. 

The light sprinkle stopped shortly after it had started. Lily 

walked out from under the tree canopy and onto the grassy shore. 

“Want to join me for some yoga?” she asked the boys. “It is very 

spiritual and brings a sense of oneness with the Universe.” 

At first the boys resisted, thinking that it was too weird and 
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hippie-ish for them. Lily changed her tactics of persuasion and 

appealed to Marcus’s intellect, saying that studies showed yoga and 

meditation chemically changed the brain and de-stressed people 

and suggested that there was no harm in trying it. They had nothing 

better to do, so they relented and joined her. 

Neither had ever done any yoga before in their lives, so Lily 

patiently walked them through some of the basic poses, adjusting 

their body positions with her hands. Marcus was surprised by how 

suddenly sexy Lily seemed at that moment. It wasn’t just that they 

were all still naked during the yoga practice, either. As their yoga 

teacher, she was calm, patient, nurturing, and confident. Her hands 

on his hips adjusting the angle of twist in his torso was oddly 

sensual as she rattled off commands to breathe in or out and how 

to move each limb, all while telling them the foreign, ancient-

sounding names of the poses they were doing. Goose bumps 

formed as she touched his body. He had no desire to jump in a tent 

with her or anything, but he found himself amused by the sudden 

shift in perspective. 

Lily’s attractiveness wasn’t the only surprise. Yoga was 

surprisingly strenuous. Marcus was still in superb shape from 

spring track and field, but somehow the yoga poses Lily was 

guiding them through managed to use hidden little muscles that he 

didn’t know existed before. Suddenly the minor muscles used for 

balance and support were being asked to do work that his powerful 

quads and hamstrings couldn’t help with. Exacerbating the issue 

was that the altitude was also affecting him more than he had 

expected it to. Not fifteen minutes into the practice, his lungs began 

to feel dry and inflamed and screamed for oxygen. He was 

embarrassed by his weakness, especially after a couple of falls he 

took while trying to maintain balance in a particularly challenging 

pose, but Lily was supportive and reassuring. At least Dylan was 

struggling just as much as he was, if not more. 

After the yoga session, Marcus did a mental inventory of 

his muscles and remarked at how rejuvenated and refreshed he 

felt. “It’s like my muscles have been wrung out, squeezing out all of 

the tension,” he commented. 

Lily encouraged him to continue learning yoga beyond 

that morning, advising that his difficulties with balance were a sign 
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“clear and realign his chakras,” and that he needed to continue to 

practice. She continued her morning rituals with a meditation 

involving pagan chanting, but the boys had explored their hippie 

spiritual boundaries enough for one day with the yoga, so they 

begged off from joining her and instead walked back to the tree 

canopy and sat on the blanket admiring the natural beauty of the 

lake and mountains, and inhaling the pleasant pine aroma that had 

been stirred up and strengthened by the light rain. 

After a few minutes of only the sounds of nature and Lily’s 

chanting in the distance, Dylan spoke up. 

“Yoga was tougher than I expected.” 

“Yeah, my body felt like it vapor locked!” Marcus said. 

Dylan chuckled for a few seconds before getting a serious 

look on his face. “Speaking of…you’re right about the Dean. We 

should sell it. It was fun while it lasted, but it’s only gonna cause 

problems.” 

Marcus leaned back onto his elbows, then succumbed to 

gravity and lay on this back, looking up at the gray skies. Had Dylan 

come to this conclusion the previous night, Marcus probably would 

have chastised him for being so slow to come to his senses. This 

morning, he didn’t feel the need. “Yeah, Sage said that the tribe 

does a lot of bartering and trading. I wonder if they know someone 

we could trade the car with for something more fuel efficient, or 

even electric. We could probably make a lot of money in the trade 

too. You know how much the car is worth?” 

“My dad has told me on many occasions that the Charger 

is worth more than my life. So yeah, I know exactly how much it’s 

worth. Well, at least in NEUS. I’m not sure what we can get for it 

here, especially with a questionable title involved in the sale. We 

might have to sell it for a lot less.” 

Marcus closed his eyes and lay there for a few more 

seconds before he noticed the sound of sniffling. He turned to look 

at Dylan. His face was red, and his chest was shuddering with 

erratic breaths. A tear dribbled from the corner of his eye. Marcus 

remained frozen, not knowing what to do or say. He instinctively 

turned his head away and looked for Lily. She was still engrossed in 

her own world quite a distance away. Marcus sat up and looked 
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back over at Dylan, who was now sobbing uncontrollably. He 

wanted to reach out, to touch Dylan’s arm, to tell him it was okay, 

but his arms remained bound by an imaginary straitjacket. His 

mouth opened, but no words came out. 

“Sorry…” Dylan blurted out. He turned his back to Marcus 

and scrambled to his feet, grabbed his clothing, and ran toward the 

car. 

A few seconds later, Marcus heard the car door click shut. 

He sat there feeling ashamed and embarrassed—angry at himself 

for his emotional impotence. 

Soon Lily wrapped up her morning rituals and returned to 

where Marcus sat. 

“Where’s Dylan?” she asked. 

“Uh, we decided we should sell the car, and, uh, he’s really 

attached to that car, so, um, I think he wanted to spend a few 

minutes with it to say goodbye in private or something. Like a ritual 

or something.” 

Marcus and Lily gathered the blanket and soap and started 

re-cloaking their bodies before heading back to the car. Marcus, 

hoping to delay their arrival at the car until Dylan had cried himself 

out, dressed and walked slowly as he filled Lily in on their car 

situation and asked her whether she knew anyone they could trade 

the car with. Someone who wouldn’t ask a lot of questions. 

… 


